TO start this campus section is a sign, the first notice of the new Aeronautical building; then comes a well known campus initiation. How familiar to Tech students, is the sign on Harris dormitory. A student with his books, quite in keeping with Tech's traditions. Lastly the scene we all remember—Tech Band in its famous "T" formation. A secret also, for this bell is the only "bell" on the campus.

STARTING off this page we find the Drum Major and his sponsor marching gayly across the field. Then comes an inspection of the Army—perhaps; young musicians doing their "worst." Gaze upon the navy bridge—but it is a dry one, this does not hinder a cruise to far off lands. We will let you guess who this professor might be. Football—at one of the exciting stages of a game, played on Grant field.
In order that the reader might not forget the warning sign we have reproduced it here. The A. French Textile building—many yarns have their origin here. More Army, lest we forget. Fun for the swinger of the broom, but rather hard on the other man. The fountain where many a freshman has learned a startling lesson. The last picture shows how the time between halves is spent.

One of the interesting fun provokers at Tech is the Scabbard and Blade initiation as we can see above. The building shown is the shop where Techites learn many things of interest. Again the Army shows itself, variety of uniforms to say the least.

The “kick-off” and another game is under way, for the gladiators of Grant Field. Five worthy individuals who have learned a thing or two that is required of Tech students. And at last we have come to a man who has much to do with our financial problems—Mr. Houston, treasurer, extraordinary.
ON this page the reader sees the Tech dining hall, one of the finest buildings which is included in the greater Tech program. The library, with its many fine books, offers a quiet retreat from the bustle of classes. Below the library is a snap of the Ceramics building, one of Tech's many interesting departments.

More of the comical side of campus life is also shown in the next snap. A well filled stand and a rather tense moment at a game. In the lower right hand corner is an unusual picture of the block "T" formed by the students during a game.

NOW we have progressed beyond the sign stage of the Aeronautical building and see it in construction. Then comes another football scene. Standing in the center is a man we all know. If in the next picture you are wondering what the signs on the men's backs are, we won't tell you. Lower left is a member of the military faculty. Football snap showing the dormitories in the distance.
THIS page is to refresh the memories of the navy students and we hope they will be able to recall many happy incidents through the aid of these snaps. First there is the seaplane and its guardian. Then action in the handling of one of the guns. An officer of the Mississippi. Looking down on the deck afforded this next photograph. Who may this quartette of men be? The two lower left hand pictures show how energetic is the life on board the ship Mississippi.

THE end of the campus and snap section draws near. May these scenes recall with feeling some of your days on Tech's campus, if they do we are happy. Now the press box, where news of Tech and her power are sent to the sporting world. Another view of the dining hall. Below we find the building first mentioned almost in its final stages of construction. As two parting views, first the path that leads across the square; lastly the band leaving the field, flags flying—and with them we close.